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Proficiency: A Matter Of Dean's Choice
by Wes Frost

To all the first year students who
are wondering what purpose the
"relatively painless" English
Test serves, you may be
in for a surprise.
Previously, it was only the
business students who were required

Proficiency

to take the test and either
recommended or required to take
different English courses, depending
on how they faired once the test was
evaluated. The decision was made
last year that the Proficiency Test
would be compulsory to students in

all faculties.
According to Dr. Michael Moore
of the English Department, it was
the idea of Dr. Weir, Academic
Vice-President, and Dr. Muncaster,
Dean of Arts and Science, to make
this service (the Proficiency Test)
available to all students in Wilfrid
Laurier University. As a result,
Laurier is the only university in
Ontario, and perhaps in all of
Canada, to make this test
compulsory. This makes Laurier
unique, and as Dr. Moore suggested,
the Proficiency Test is Laurier's
"claim to fame".
The basic purpose of the test is to
provide a valuable information
service to students, in the best
interest of students. Since there is no
penalty, and evaluation is relative,
with papers rated from the very
worst to the very best, there is no
percentage rating. This means that a
student who gets less than half right
on any given section does not
necessarily fail. Dr. Moore stressed
the fact there is no such thing as
passing or failing regarding
evaluation of tests. "Thepurpose of
the test is to find out where a student
stands in comparison to his exact
peer group, not to give a grade."
In the Arts and Science Faculty,
and in non-business faculties, the
lowest scores are required by deans
to take English 102, a basic
communication and writing skills
course. The students who scored in
mid-range are only recommended to
take the course, and the choice is
theirs. The very high scorers are
neither required nor recommended
to take the course.
In business, however, things are a
bit different. The Dean of Business
and Economics, Dr. Stewart,
preferred that all his students be
required to take English 102, with
the exception of only the very high

They

Still Keep on

scorers. The choice is really up to the
individual dean, as to which group is

required to take the English course,
and which is not.
of the
The second

Proficiency Test is to place only
those students who really need
English 102 in that course, since it is
already overenrolled. Because
English 102 is, and has been in the
past, a very popular and useful
course, too many students want to
take it than be taught effectively.
Therefore, the test is a sort of reverse

screening process, enabling students
who really need the course to take it
and eliminating those do not.
When in high school, students
may have wondered why no

information about what is on the
English Proficiency Test was given.
According to Dr. Moore, the test is
basically an aptitude test for whichit
is desirable that students do not
prepare. If some students did
prepare for the test it would provide
an inaccurate report on how
students did as a whole, and render

the test ineffective and unnecessary.
However, there are some changes
planned for the future. It seems that
8:00 in the morning is not a desirable
time for students to write a test,
especially after an OrientationWeek
Dance the night before, as happened
this year. Nevertheless, Dr. Moore
feels the test was still fair, after all,
"everyone has the same chance to
get a good amount of sleep.
Anyone's dreadful condition, due to
a bombed state the night before, is
his own fault."

Writing is important. It is a
necessary and desirable skill whose
benefits can be seen in other
subjects. The Proficiency Test does

not recommend a remedial course,
and since WLU has no non-credit
bursh-up courses, as does U. of

the required or
courses are not
merely a repeat of Grade 12 English,
they can benefit the student in his
other courses, and in many areas
here at Laurier.

Waterloo,

recommended

Coming

Pub Prices Up But Booze Is Still Downed
byDonalda Kelly and
Greg Barber

The beginning of the school year
means many different things: doing
homework again, seeing old friends,
having a brew in the Turret or,
Wiirs...But hold on, those prices
have increased since last year. The
price of beer has risen from 85* to
$1.05 in the Turret, and from $1.00
to $ 1.15in Wilfs. Liquor prices have
also increased. But has this affected
the number of students frequenting
the lounge and pub? Definitely not.
Both places seem to be doing as well
as last year.

After a brief opinion poll taken at
Wilfs during the lunch hour on
Friday, we reached the conclusion
that for the most part, the patrons
have accepted the recent price
increases without complaint. This is
due to a number of factors. First, as
Nancy, a second year French
student pointed out, the prices are
still cheaper here than at other area
pubs, and more importantly, Wilfs
is closer. Also, as Kirn, a second year
Sociology student said, the pleasant
lunchtime atmosphere at Wilfs is
worth it—increase or no increase.
Other patrons felt much the same
way. P. Rae, currently in third year

Anthropology, agreed that despite
any increases, prices are still lower
here and that the surrounding in
Wilfs are "better than the Torque

Room." Steve (second year,
Business) even felt that the increases
were justified, although he conceded
that for every five ordered the
increase almost equals the price of
another beer.
Tim, a fourth year Arts student
employed at Wilfs, said that there
had been no change in the amount of
business at either Wilfs or the
Turret. He added that the
waiters/waitresses at the Turret felt

that the tips had been just as gooa
this year, and in some cases, better
than last year.
John Karr, Turret manager,
stated that therehad been noticeable
change in business, although he
admitted that it was still to early in
the year to be sure. The Turret's first
big band of theyear, Martha and the
Muffins, played to a packed house
Thursday night. Although this has
been the case on Thursday, Friday
and Saturday nights, attendancehas
been slightly down on other
weeknights mainly because
nightschool students find Wilfs to
be closer than the Turret.

So it seems thatthere are still a lot

of people who don't mind paying an
extra ten or twenty cents a drink to
have a good time at the Turret or
Wilfs,. There's still a steady lunchtime crowd at Wilfs, and the Turret
still does a good business on pub
nights. Our pubs remain popular

because of reasonable prices, good
atmosphere, and convenience of

location.
Tied in with this is the theory that
the prices of beer and liquor are
inelastic; therefore people will pay to
drink no matter the cost, so, here's
to another great year of good
times...Cheers!
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THE CORD WEEKLY
The Cord Weekly is published by Student Publications of Wilfrid
Laurier University. Editorial opinions are independent of the
University, WLUSU and Student Publications. The Cord reserves
the right to edit all articles and letters submitted to it. The Cord is
a member of the Canadian University Press cooperative.

GET THE FEELING:

Imagine how good it would feel to
be sitting in the cockpit of the most aero-

dynamic standard-equipped North

American car on the road today.

HOW TO ENTER:

Keep that picture in mind as you
complete the entry form below. Read the
rules and regulations carefully and answer

the Long Distance Feeling Quiz Question.

FEEL
1. To enter and qualify, correctlycomplete the Official
Entry Form and quiz question or gameincluded therein.
Only Official Entry Forms will be considered Mail to
The Long Distance Feeling Sweepstakes

Box 1437. Toronto, Ontario MSW 2E6
Contest will commence September 1,1981
There
2.
will be a total of 3 prizes awarded (See Rule
#3 for prize distribution). Each prize will consist of
a 1982 Mercury LN-7 automobile (approximate retail
value $9,000 each) Local delivery, provincial and
municipal taxes as applicable, are included as part ot
the prize at no cost to the winner. Drivers permit and
insurance will be the responsibility of each winner.
Each car will be delivered to a Mercury dealership
nearest the winners'residence in Canada All prizes
will be awarded. Only one prize per person. Prizes
must be accepted as awarded, no substitutions.
3. Selections at random will be made fromall entries
received by the sweepstakes judgingorganization
by noon on the following dates: October 21,1981.
December 15,1981 and the contest closing date,
February 15,1982 Entries not selected in the October
21 draw will automatically!)? entered for the December
15.1981 draw. Entries not selected in the Oecember
15,1981 draw will automatically be entered for the final
draw, February 15.1882 One car will be awarded in
each draw Chances of winning are dependent upon

\

the number of entriesreceived. Selected entrants, in
order to win. will be required to first correctly answer
a time-limited, arithmetical, skill-testing question
during a prearranged tape recorded telephone interview. Decisions of the judging organization shall be
final By entering, winners agree to the use of their
name, address and photograph forresulting publicity
in connectionwith this contest. The winners will also
be required to sign a legal document stating compliance witlrcontest rules The names of the winners
may be obtained by sending a stamped self-addressed
envelope to: TCTS, 410 Laurier Aye W. Room 950,
Box 2410. Station D. Ottawa. Ontario KIP6HS
4. This contest is open only to students who are
registered full-time or part-time at any accredited
Canadian University, College or Post-Secondary institution. Employees of TCTS. its member companies and
affiliates, its advertising and promotional Agencies.
the independent judging organization and theirimmediate families are not eligible This contest is subject
to all Federal, Provincial* and Municipal laws
5. "Quebec Residents
All taxes eligible under la Loi sur les loteries, les
courses, les cencours publicitaires et les appareils
d amusements have been paid. A complaint respecting
the administration of this contest may be submitted
to the Regie dcs loteries et courses dv Ouebec
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3 DRAWS:
be held on October

21st,
Drawings will
December 15th and February 15th. If you don't
win in the first draw your entry will automatically
go into the second and third drawings. Watch
for the second Long Distance Feeling entry form
in November's paper. Enter as often as you like.
You may be calling the folks back home to share
the winning feeling soon!
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Laurier Saddened By Tragedy
by Sonya Ralph Bandy
A tragic death occurred Saturday
morning at approximately 2:ooam at

A3W Little House on campus.
Andrew Anderson, a first year
archeology student, collapsed after
being awakened by a noise in the hall
ofresidence.
Poy Dimoff, £3iW don, reported
that, "Barry Gray, Andrew's
roommate, and Andrew awoke and
went out in the hall and Andrew
collapsed on the floor. I assisted him
with breathing since he was

breathing sporadically, and asked
Barry to phone 911 and SecurityA t
this point, I did not assist with
artificial respiration since I didn't
want to constrict his breathing."
"Ron Langley, of Security, was
performing CPR within a minute of
the call," Dimoff reported. Soon
after the ambulance arrived.
Anderson was pronounced dead at
approximately 2:3oam at the
hospital. A doctor told Dimoff,
"there was nothing he (the doctor)
or anyone else could have done."

Dimoff told theCord, "The death
was a natural one."
Andrew Anderson was twenty
years old and a resident ofOshawa.
Dimoff says, "He was a really great
kid."
Most of the members of A3W
found out about the tragedy on
Sunday night since most were away
for the weekend. The floor attended
the funeral Monday along with John
Bazilli. Andrew's parents are
accepting contributions to the
Ontario Heart Foundation.

-

It's Not What You Expected

New Hours Slated For Wilf's
by Mike

Strathdee

Karr to a leadership conference in
Ithaca, New York on Thanksgiving
weekend. The Board felt that the
conference would not be beneficial
enough to justify the costs. Three
members voted in favour of the
motion, four members voted against
the motion and the other directors
abstained. Later in the meeting, a
motion was passed allocating about
four hundred dollars to allow Veit
and Harley to attend the
conference after they ottered to pay
the balance of the costs out of their
honorariums.
Harley informed the Board that
Steve McKay has been chosen as the
new CEO, Chief Electoral Officer.
Hariey also announced the dates of
elections to fill three vacant seeats
left, on the Board by resignations.
Nominations open September 28
and close October sth for two arts
directors and one business director
positions. The election will be held
oh Tuesday, October 13th.
Nominations will also be accepted
(on the same dates) for one position
on the Senate. The date of the
election for that position #111 be
announced later.
The drama club budget was
presented by Campus Clubs Coordinator, John Macßae.
An
expenditure of three hundred and
sixty dollars was approved without
discussion by the Board.
The Board also approved a $749
donation to the Canadian Cystic
Fibrosis Association and the
expenditure of $250 to send a WLU
team to an earthball tournament in
St. Catherines.
better
In order to
promote upcoming bands at the
Turret; two tickets wilf be given
away in the Turret on Friday and
Other items included m the
Saturday evening preceding each
President's report was
a concert.
Director of Student
mention ofrhe fact thai the planning Activities, Jason Price, explained
board will be looking for possible that the prizes will not only promote
uses for the empty-space on the new
but also serve to
upcoming
floor (Student Union Building) in "add a littlebands,
to pub nights. The
fun"
the weeks ahead.
tickets will be awarded as prizes for
On October 14th, MPP Bill Ryde, spot dances.
the Liberal Colleges and University
WLUSU may take legal action
critic, will be meeting with Joe Veit against Martha and the Muffins if a
and Kate Harley to discuss problems satisfactory refund arrangement
and challenges which the university cannot be worked out with regards
'community is, and will be facing. to last Thursday's Turret
WLUSU held.an open house on performance by the group. The
Tuesday, September 22. About group was contracted to play a 75
seventy faculty, administration and minute set, but played for only 60
staff members were given tours of minutes, according to Price. This
the WLUSU offices and informed "get tough" action is intended to
about the various facilities of discourage agents from taking
WLUSU as well as the services advantage of WLUSU.
which WLUSU provides.
This year's Orientation was
The Board rejected a motion to termedfinancially successful and the
allocate seven hundred dollars to. best ever. Thanks were extended to
Vice-President Kate Harley and Joanne Rimmer, Brenda Davy, and
President Joe Veit and WLUSU Kirn Ahrens for organizing the
employees Jim O'Keefe and John event, which included a record
Last Sunday evening's seven p.m.
WLUSU Board meeting commenced at about eight p.m. after
several telephone calls Were made
in attempts to round up enough
directors for the quoram. board
Chairman, Scott Guest and
WLUSU President, Joe Veit
reminded members to check their
mailboxes regularily in order to be
,aware of the dates of meetings.
Lounge policy chairperson Ted
Firmin announced some new hours
for Wilfs. which will now be open
for the general student body on
Tuesday and Wednesday evenings
between the hours of 8:00 p.m. and
11:30 p.m. Wilfs was previously
only open on Monday to
Wednesday evenings for private
clubs receptions and parties.
Monday evening will remain club
night at Wilfs.
Melanie Maynard inquired about
approaching the administration
with regards to the opening of Wilfs
between 2:00 and 4:00 p.m. daily.
Joe Veit replied that the matter
would be brought up at Monday's
President's council meeting, and he
promised to report back at the next
board meeting.
In his President's report,, Joe Veit
stated that the planning committee
is looking at hiring a small business
club representative at the cost of
four dollars per hour to do a cost
feasability study on the revival of
Radio Laurier, and the possibility of
selling the .existing equipment.
Veit noted that the University of
Waterloo campus radio station,
CKMS, has already indicated an
interest in purchasing the
equipment.

Classes Cancelled
REGINA (CUP)-The Universisty
of Saskatchewan Students' Union
(USSU) is pressing the University
administration to cancel classesfor a
full day in early November.
The cancellation of classes would
be part of an all-day teach-in to
protest government cutbacks in
funding for post-secondary

education. The day is being planned
by the USSU in connection with
National Cut-backs Day— a
nationwide day of protest by
university students organized by the
Canadian Federation of Students.
"The purpose of the teach-in will
be to make the public aware of the
problem, and to get them on our
side."

crowd of 1500 people at Bingeman
Park for

evening

a Thursday

concert.

RCMP Invade Campus
investigations of faculty members

VANCOUVER (CUP)-SolicitorGeneral Roberrt Kaplan says
Canadian universities will no longer
be a prime target for RCMP security
service spying, countermanding an
RCMP policy dating back 20 years
"The RCMP has used quite a lot
ofintrusion on campuses in the past
but this is going to change," Kaplan
said in an interview with the
Canadian Press. "I'm definitely not
going to make campuses a priority

target."
Kaplan said the government's
new civilian intelligence agc-cv will
be able

to

conduct

specific

and students but will need the
approval of the solicitor-general on
each individual case.
The recently released McDonald
commission report into RCMP
wrong-doing condemns Mountie
spying on campuses, which became
commonplace in the early 19605.
The commission found that a
1967 directive from the RCMP's
security and intelligence directorate
ordered officers to ma>"» ,> ; « i->H
c.tr?r>g tV " stirvf'■ ■• j c .
,|
universities because they were "ripe
targets for communist infiltration
and manipulation."
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The Cord Weekly
uome people like to sit around and complain about the way jig;
things are. Other people like to do something about it.
::■:•:•:

The Cord Weekly is an active participant in the University community. Newspapers are iSjiji

::•:::•:

today will be the topics for discussion and action tomorrow. We are currently looking for
try out reporting, layout, proof
reading, typing, illustrating or cartooning, why not drop on byand check us out. No experience
is necessary and we'll do our best to fit you into the niche most suited to your talents. The Cord
is located on the second floor of the Student Union building in behind the Games Room. If
shyness precludes your initial visit, why not call us at 884-2990. Who knows, being an 'Agent of
Social Change' might even be fun.

:$•:•: generally refered to as 'society's agenda makers'. In other words, what appears on ourpages SSj

>&:

:§:■:• students to help us fulfill this mission. If you would like to

SjSj

:v::j:
*Kji

SjSj
gi-S

•8J:
>•:•:•:
>•:•:•:

The Cord- One Size Fits All.
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EDITORIAL
BACCHUS Again
Last week's editorial focused upon the BACCHUS organization and its philosophy. This
week I will present a brief sequel to that editorial in the hope oftying someloose ends together.
BACCHUS of the U.S., Inc. president,Dr. Gerardo Gonzalez, left Canada for his home in
Florida last Thursday feeling pleased with the outcome of his sojourn in Canada. The goal of
his trip was to make Ontario universities aware of BACCHUS' means for dealing with
alcohol. From the response he received from university faculty,staff and students it appears
that he did indeed have a successful trip.
Laurier has been motivated into taking the initial steps towards formation ofa BACCHUS
organization. It is possible, given widespread student support that Laurier will be the first
university in Ontario to become a chartered member of BACCHUS Inc.. Steve Patten,
Commisioner of University Affairs, has proposed the opening of a new position in the
Commission of University Affairs that will attempt to promote the Bacchus philosophy. By so
doing this position, Director of BACCHUS Services, Will provide focal point around which
general student involvement in BACCHUS activities can revolve.
More information concerning the BACCHUS movement can be provided by Steve
Patten(in the WLUSU office), Dean Nichols( Ist floor SUB) or byBarry Calder in Counselling
Services.

It's Your Board
may have noticed in your reading, much of this week's issue has its emphasis the
Student Union-to be more exact, on your representatives on the Board of Directors. As your
representatives thay should make your point of view known at the Board meetings. In order
for your viewpoint to be made known to the directors, some sort of dialogue must exist
between you and your representative. Aside from running into them in the Torque Room, the
best way to communicate with them is overthe telephone. Below is a list of the Directors and
beside it are the phone numbers that were available- to me at the time of printing.
As you

Arts Directors

tfLUSU President

653-7305

Joe Veit
V.P.
Kate Harley

886-3064

Tim Doherty
884-5865
Melanie Maynard
884-8460
Bill McBain
Mckenna
885-5777Elwood
Chris Rol
Music Director
Chris Coyea

OIREERS

Public Service Canada

We are recruiting university graduates for a substantial number
of anticipated vacancies, in various career areas, in 1982.
For more information, ask for your copy of the Careers Public
Service Canada book and special program booklets at your
campus placement office or at the nearest office of the Public
Service Commission of Canada.
Closing date/of competition 82-4000 (General):
Wednesday, 14 October 1981

Candidates applying for positions in the Financial Administration
area will be required to write the Financial Administration Test of
Technical Knowledge, on Thursday, 15 October 1981 at 7 p.m.

Foreign Service Officer Recruitment Competition
An information/application kit for this competition is available at
your campus placement office.
Closing date for competition 82-4000-FS (Foreign
Saturday, 17 October 1981

..

Ask your placement office for the location of the exam centre
nearest you, for the above-mentioned examinations.

I

t

why not start yours with us?

Public Service Commission
of Canada

Keith Barber

886-4682
John Fisher
884-8327
Scott Guest
Linda Lovegrove
Karin Neukamm
Marg Politi

888-6358

improve

Commission dc la Fonction publique
dv Canada

services?

Housing A Problem
Why is it students, as
consumers, are continually

ripped-off in the housing
game?
We live in the highestper
capita student populated
city in Canada, yet we must

reconcile ourselves to the
fact that landlords consider
us a bad rislc
Early in the summer, or
before, we begin to look for
an abode, expecting to beat
the rush. To be fair, some
of us are lucky then. By
mid to late summer
desparation

sets

in.

If a student is lucky
enough to live within easy
travelling distance, it s
somewhat simpler to find a
even if you do have
o settle for less than
adequate facilities.

fdace,

Sooo—you head off to

Canadian Home Locaters
hoping to find someone to
do the dirty work for you.
And this is where we've
heard some of the major
rip-offs begin. Before you
can get your request out of
your mouth, they ask for
their thirty-five dollars.
Even as you are expecting
them to deliver the address
you know will be right for
you, they hand you a large
black binder and say "go To
it"! It's the same thing all
over again but now you are
using the CHL list.
There's no guarantee
built in either. CHL does
a phone in service,
owever, you must make it
to Waterloo in time to look
at the apartment yourself.

Erovide

Nojv,. I guess that's it for
the complaining end.
What I would like to know
is—Does anyone out there
have a viable solution?
How about any of you
Business students, willing
to develop a home locaters
specifically for university
students?

But sooner of later we all
face the scene. It's most
likely a hot, sunny day. We
manage to take the day off
work to trudge baclc to
Waterloo. After a few
hours of following up calls
in the newspater (since, they
usually don't publish
addresses or particulars)
Anyone willing to meet
you're willing to try
thallenge?
the
place.
anything to find a
-by Sonya Ralph Bandy

LETTERS
Students Living,
"Life of Illusion"?

by Dan Little

Please Think Twice

places of idealistic spirit.

This spirit and the strong
All day long, a song has been idealistic views has often created a
running through my head; Joe groudswell of students, pumped
Walsh's "Living a Life of Illusion" high on love of mankind and the
set me to thinking. There isn't lots of strength of brotherhood of man.
reality in the life of a student.
Unfortunately, we try to face this
When you think about it, here at attitude on
our parent society.
Laurier we will be insulated fromt he Reluctant to face rapid change, the
world of taxes, mortgaes a«nd door to outside world digs in its heels and
door brush salesmen., Here we learn holds fast.
the truth and the beauty of
Remember that day in May at
knowledge, without the risk of Kent State University? On that day
bruising our tender impressions of the ideals of youth clashed with the
life.
power and inhumanity of the status
I don't mean to say that this is a quo. A group ofstudents protesting
bad way to be. Actually, it is quite US involvement i- Viet Nam were
comfortable. The university is fired upon when the National Guard
lives
womblike. This is where the troops panicked. Four
comforts offriends and the buzz you were lost, wasted.
Have we learned to blend our
get from learning are. It shouldn't
come as a surprise that schools of ideals with the constraints that lie
higher learning have always been ahead? Let's hope our ideals aren't
illusions, and work for a change.

Service):

Date of Foreign Service Examination:
9 a.m., Saturday, 17 October 1-981

Careers

Business Directors

How can we

Dylan A'Changin'
by Dave Dochenty
Dear Sir:
Morrison died a pop legend, before
In yourreview last week you had a he became a middle age down and
lengthy report on Bob Dylan's new out had been. Perhaps Joe was upset
album Shot of Love. The main at John Lennon's assasination only
theme of the article was the author's because it was not done sooner.
(Joachim Brouwer) wish that one of After all, after "Sgt. Peppers Lonely
the most influential musicians of our Hearts Club Band" everything
time had died in a 1966 motorcycle Lennon has done must seem
accident.
anticlimatic.
It was Dylan who wrote "the
Brouwer also mentioned he was
glad "that Jim Morrisomlecided to times they are a changin" and thatis
take three or four extra pills" and all he has done, kept on changing,
O.D.
'whether .popular or not.
Joachim's argument is that Dylan
Joe's argument must be very weak
has seemingly gone downhill since otherwise he wouldn't have to credit
his 1966 near fatal crash. Also, Jim Nietzche withwordshe never wrote.

by Wendy Boyd

Sure fun is fun! But when fun
becomes destructive, it's no longer"
amusing.
Unfortunately a few thoughtless
students carried their exuberance
too far on Friday and caused over
$200 damage to the transportation
bus during the Tamiae Blitz. What
these students may not realize is that
Tamiae is responsible for paying for
the damages which will ultimately
limit the number of events that can
be offered to the students in

future.

A great deal of time, effort and
money is spent by clubs organizing
the various events that occur strictly
for the students' enjoyment. When
students abuse these opportunities,
it is certainly discouraging to the
organizers.
& o next time you think it wouldbe
'fun" to damage personal property,
remember, you're decreasing the
chance for future events for both
ybu and your friends.

Such low class journalism in a
university newspaper should not be
tolerated. Besides Joe, Nietzche has
said enough without you to give him

some more lines.

So can we please leave Joe
Brouwer's pen in his desk where it
can do the Jeast harm. And let's
leave Dylan to making records, even
if he is "Born Again Bob". If you
look closely enough he is still
protesting and has something to say.
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Question of the Week

In Whose Interests?

Are you aware of the Student union's goals and
objectives for this year?

"No, I an unaware that they are
made publicly known. Are they?"
KAREN GRAVEL, Second Year
Honours Economics

I'm new to the school but I
guess I'll find out the goals and
objectives as time goes by."
SEOW ANN GAN, First Year
Honours Business
"No.

by Mike Strathdee

Abstain: Refrain, especially from
voting (Gage Canadian Dictionary)

Someone once stated that the
reason that British politicians stand
as opposed to running for office is
that, in doing so, (not moving), they
leave themselves free from charges
of favouring one popular position or
another.
In fact, standing for
nothing at all seems to be a popular
trend which is spreading to WLU.
At last Sunday evening's
WLUSU Board meeting, the Board
ofDirectors denied the allocationof
seven hundred dollars to send
WLUSU President, Joe Veit, VicePresident, Kate Harley, and full time
employees, John Karr and Jim
O'Keefe to a Thanksgiving weekend
conference in Ithaca, New York.
The conference will deal with
leadership and Student Union
management among other things.
The WLI/SU executive felt that
attending the conference would be
quite worthwhile, an important
learning opportunity for all parties
involved.
The Board ofDirectors disagreed,
which is their perogative and indeed,
part of their job. Various Board
members stated that they feel that
the trip is unecessary and in a year
where financial cutbacks might need
to be made, this trip wouldbe a good

place to start.
Perhaps.
Although the President and VicePresident stressed strongly fhe need
for the trip, only three directors
supported them. Four directors
voted against the motion, and it was
defeated. Democracy inaction. The
directors who voted against the
motion did so because they felt it
was the right thing to do.
Yet, curiously enough, only seven
of the twelve directors voted on the
actual motion. Five members who

could have either strongly
reinforced of reversed the decision
abstained from voting.
Why?
One possible explanation is that
they did not have enough
information on the matter to decide.
Whose fault is that?
Ample
opportunity was provided for asking
questions and many questions were
asked.
Not a single member opposed
calling the motion to question.
They couldn't have been asleep,
or it is unlikely that they would have
raised their hands to abstain.
Certainly a negative ballot sends a
stronger signal of protest than no
protest at all.
This writer's guess is that fear of
unpopularity was the underlying
motive. No one wants to be the bad
guy and dare to tell the executive
that they can't have what they want.
After all, that's no fun.
One Director was overheard to
remark, "I've had enough of this.
This isn't at all what I expected."
This comment came at the
beginning of the meeting. Yes,
Virginia, being a Board member
isn't glory, fun and games. There are
long and often tedious decisions to
be made. In the decision making
process, compromise is imperative.
There's precious little room for
bruised egos.
Unfortunately, the remainder of
last Sunday's meeting was
dominated by the ill feelings which
had been evoked in the preceding
debate. Several members obviously
felt the need for self-justification.
One member waved the flag of
principle, stating, "It's not the
money, it's the point that matters."
Fair enough, if the implications of
proving a point are completely
understood...Board members do not
have to get involved in the paper

work and day to day goings on in
WLUSU. As such, they may see less
need to send the President to a
conference than does the person
who must dothe work, the President

himself.

A Board member wishing to
prove a point could start by
attending meetings on time, or
bothering to read theirmail in order
to know what is going on.'
"We're voting our conscience."
This statement was also made. It is
puzzlilng at best. Not voting isfence
sitting, avoidance of thinking. Very
few Directors would admit to being
on WLUSU to avoid making
decisions.
WLUSU Board is a poor place for
people to be if they don't want to
become involved in contentious
matters at one point or another. As
for voting according to one's
conscience, is that the place of a
WLUSU Board member? The
Board should reflect the interests of
the students, or at least their
perception of the students' interests.
In case anyone has forgotten,
WLUSU meetings weren't originally
used as forums for personality

clashes.

.

Towards the end of the meeting, a
compromise was reached on the
issue of the trip. A majority of
Directors voted to allocate partial
funding to sendKate Harley and Joe
Veit to New York. One Director
abstained from the voting. This
individual promised in last year's
election campaign to bring
objective decision making and
dedication to the Board. Neither
promise was carried out at last
week's meeting. One must ask whose
interests were being served by that
abstainment, and the abstainment
on the earlier motion?
Then again, perhaps no one really
cares anyway.

"No, I feel there's a lack of
promotion of their goals and
objectives.
It seems almost
secretive."

CATHY BIONDO, Second Year
Honours Business

"Yes. Being good friends with the
President and Vice-President, I have
a general idea of plans and issues
they are pursuing as student

representatives."

SHAWN SOUDER, Fourth Year
Honours Sociology

"I have no idea. It's an important
issue which should be made known
to the student body."
VIVIAN PARTRIDGE, Second Year
Psychology

Classified Unclassified Classified Unclassified
Expert Typing Service (IBM
Selectric 11/lll)~Standard seervice:
Correction of errors in spelling,
grammar and punctuation. 886-6275/ 886-8089.

RESUMES-For you, we do it alb
the wording, the layout, a
professional

format,

a

great

impression. Don't wring you hands;
ring us (886-8089). P.S.-Ask about
our special disk-file resume service
for CO —OP STUDENTS.

.lust a short, little note to
Bob, Steve, Cam, Kevin and Pete:
Toilet paper on fences, in bushes
and in trees?!
Really boys— you don't keep your
yard very neat.
"i ,)ii accused the wrong people
You found they were saints
So you're looking again
Cause Columbus you ain't.
We thought and we pondered
We vyorked and we slaved

But we're happy now,
cause we know...You
From The Marauders

Paid!

Are you homosexual? Worried
you might be? Curious? Interested?

Definite?
Gay Liberation of Waterloo (U.
of W.) has a phone line for
information and counselling-884-45<j9 (884-GLOW). Weeknights 7 to
10 p.m. there will be a counsellor on
the line.

Classified Unclassified Classified Unclassified

"No, I don't, but I would hope that
Joe Veit and WLUSU would make
their issues known to the students in
a future Cord issue."
DOUG MURRELL, Fourth Year
Honours Business
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Meet The People
International Students and ne deals
by Debbie Stalker
is
more
than
university
just
with the public, service groups,
A
classrooms, books and learning. No RCMP and the regional Police on
where is this more apparent than in behalf of the students.
the job of the Dean of Students.
At the university since 1968, the
Dean Fred Nichols, when asked for Dean of Students for 8 years,'Dean
a brief description ofhis job,replied, Nichols has brought a lot of his own
"Anything outside the classroom personality to the role of Dean of
involving students in some way." Students, he states, "I want to have a
One is struck by both the vagueness relationship of open trust with both
and enourmity of that task, and students and the administration."
'Meet the People' decided to check a Yet, he is also there to hearthe most
little more closely into just what the private and personal problems of
students, with the student knowing
Dean of Students does.
The Dean'S formal responsibil- it won't go any further.
Recently, Mike Belanger has
ities are quite vast. He is incharge of
Residence Hall, Housing, Health taken over many of Dean Nichols'
which
Services, Counselling, Financial housing responsibilities,
Aid, Student Awards, ID Systems,' allows the Dean to get back into
the operational aspects of security, many of the areas needing attention.
Chaplains and the Dean's Advisory Its been 5 years since the university
Council. In addition, he represents has had a Director of Residence
the personal student interest on Halls, with the Dean shouldering
many of the University Committees, those responsibilities til now.
such as Property and Academic
Current projects he is working on
Petitions. He also deals with other involve the Handicapped
deans of students at other Committee, and the International
universities, sits on the Committee Students meetings.
When asked if he had noticed any
regarding Handicapped Students,
and their special problems, substantial changes in the students

over the last 18 years, he replied in
the affirmative. He noted a cycle
where students first volunteer to
help, and get involved, followed by
an insular period of individuality
(where projects like University
Yearbooks and full scale Winter
Carnivals were lost), and now he
notes that the first period of
volunteering has returned.
Dean also pointed out that there
seems to be a respite from the
roughly five year period of willfull
damage on campus. He sees more
respect and pride in the university.
He noted that most student
problems on campus seem alcohol
related, yet, three of four offenders
the last security report were nonWLU students.
A few final words from the Dean
shows how he feelsabout his joband
the students he serves. "I'm kind of
like an ombudsman-if I can't help
you, I'll know who can. My door is
always open and I try to remain
fairly accessible, if a student even
thinks he or she might have a
problem, tell them to see me before it
becomes a full blown problem."

YUKON JACK ATTACK 2.
The Wolf Bite.
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Wizard Of Finance
Bazilli Manages Our Money
by Jerry Zeidenberg

In the WLU student administration, John Bazilli holds the position
of Treasurer. This means he oversees a budget of about $400,000.
What does he do with all this cash? Most ofit isallocated to various
expenses, such as building maintenance (the building containing
Wilfs, the Turret, and the Games Room is the responsibility of the
Student Union, not the university), and funding small clubs and events
such as Homecoming.
The Treasurer, says John Bazilli, must "insure that funds are
handled according to policies set out by the Board of Directors."
Revenue is generated, for the most part, in four ways. Each student
pays WLUSU $50, a sum included in his school fees. Also, money is
raised from the Games Room, Wilfs and the Turret.
Any surpluses left over at the year's end are then invested. "It has to
be a safe investment, since it is the student's money," said the
Treasurer, meaning short-term trust company deposits, not the stock
market!
Profits are usually channelled into major projects. Last year, the
Student Union built Wilfs, at a cost of $180,000. A few years ago, a
$15,000 typesetter was purchased for the Cord.
Aside from his duties as Treasurer, Bazilli headed the committee
which planned and supervised construction of Wilfs. This involved
many extra hours of work—consultants, interior decorators, and
builders all had to be contacted and contracted. However, the time
was well spend, stated Bazilli, as it allowed him to experience in actual
practice what he has been learning in Laurier's business school.
Along with his involvement in Student Administration, John isalso
Head Resident at Little House. He was married last summer and after
graduating this year plans to enter a career in marketing or financial
management.
Asked whether the Student Union faces any financial problems, the
Treasurer answered that there is one area offinance which might soon
become troublesome. One half of the $50 each student pays to the
Student Union is used for building maintenance: to pay off the
mortgage on Wilfs, and to offset the costs of cleaning, hydro, and
heating for the" entire building. While these expenses have risen
enormously, the $25 student fee hasn't changed since 1971. Unless the
fee is increased, Bazilli says the Student Union will quickly find itself
in debt. "This year it will be lucky to break even."
No majorprojects are planned by the Student Union's executive this
year—that is, nothing requiring great expenditures, as Wilfs did last
year. The vacant space next to Dean Nichol's office may be converted
into a study hall, or a meeting room for small clubs.
John Bazilli has played an important part in Student Union
activities, commented Vice-President Kate harley. "He has extensive
knowledge of student affairs."
John Bazilli is from Centreville, Ont., a small town near Kingston.
He decided to come to Wilfrid laurier after hearing that it had a very
good business program. Furthermore, the small size of the school
convinced him that it would be a "closely knit" community.
Bazilli said that student administration has been a very good
learning experience, and strongly urges others to get involved. "There
are lots of positions available, and the people here are a pleasure to
work with."

WANTED
Anyone interested in Films
and the desire to get
involved to form a

MO VIE COMMITTEE
If interested, please apply
in the Student Union Office
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ENTERTAINMENT
The Big Rip Off
by Darin Victor

his gig. The meek reply was that they
did not know. They were able to tell
As an avid rock fan, it is with a me that their first record was about
heavy heart I confess that I hate rock to be released so I asked the male
stars, or to be more specific, I hate keyboard palyer what label it was
fledgling rock stars. Their pompous on. He replied somewhat
and egocentric attitudes so perplex embarassed that he did not know. I
me that I don't know wheather to asked him who was distributing it
laught condescendingly or scream but he couldn't answer that toughie
withrage. After catching Martha and either. (I decided not to ask his
the Muffins and TBA at last weeks name). They told me that theirother
pub, I am more inclined to do the keyboard player (if you didn't see
latter. One can't help but feel ripped the band, it consisted of three
off after paying a hefty six bucks to keyboard players and a drummer),
hear the Mufins play for a scant 45 also played (guess what) for the
minutes Sure there was another Muffins. When asked how this
band, but their 45 minutes of ersatz would conflict with any upcoming
Gary Nurrtan did little to justify the tour schedules, they categorically
cost. So incensed was I that I was denied any vicous rumours that
determined to find out how much might be circulating about TBA's
the Muffins were paying TBA for the
priviledge of performing With starts.
Posing as Cord staffers, my
intrepid companion and I
approached the dressing room. With
one knock on the door we were
inside watching the band stuff
themselves with the goodies the
contract rider had so generously
provided. Upon identifying
ourselves as reporters, the
transformation was incredible. The
young lady keyboard player
whipped the salami from her mouth
and with a toss of her head, lit up a
cigarette and became Stevie Nicks.
Forging ahead, we asked outright
how much they were being paid foi

1000 Years of Jazz
breakup. I have informed Rolling
Stone.
In all fairness to TBA, I must say
that given the circumsances they did
quite well. They had the rather
unenviable task of performing for a
sober crowd who didn't come to see
them. My bitch is with the Muffins.
They may wonder why superstardom eludes them but I don't.
Why pay six bucks to watch a bar
band perform a lacklustre 45
minute set when double that will get
you 4 hours of Springsteen. Small
bands hoping to make it big 1 had
better start treating theiraudiences a
little better, after all, what good is
having a catchy tune on the radio if
nobody buys your records or comes
to see you?

Martha and the Muffins Muff

Up?

Hooples Stratfordable
by Joachim Brouwer
Last Saturday evening, Major
Hoople's Boarding House, backed by
the Kitchener-Waterloo Symphony,
appeared at the Centre in the Square
in Kitchener. It was a fine evening of
entertainment even if the fare they
were offering was rather

insubstantial.
"I'm Running After You", by
Major Hoople,
was expertly adapted to the
symphonic treatment that the K-W
Symphony gave it and was probably

the highlight of the evening. In

addition to playing their own songs,

Major Hoople covered many old
standards (if these songs can be
considered that yet): "MacArthur's
Park", "Keep the Customer
Satisfied", "Aquarius/Let the Sun

Shine In", and "Tuesday
Afternoon", the K-W Symphony
providing the orchestrated parts,
and finally, "The Lion Sleeps
Tonight", which displayed the
falsetto singing of Rocky Howell
and Peter Padalino to great effect.
The instrumental "Rock and Roll
Medley" (including 'Wipe Out",
among others) was also very good
The audience participation bit
was forced, it was intended as a part
of the festivities and the good-time
feeling it was supposed to engender.

The proceeds of the show went to the
Sumbeam Home for the multihandicapped in Kitchener. At the
end of the show after all the
musicians had played a songentitled
"Someone", that could easily have
been chosen as the theme song for
the Year of the Handicapped, they
brought out on stage one of the
residents who presented a bouquet
of roses to the stunningly attired
female member of the group.
Having worked for Le Monoir
Home in Simcoe, this moment was
particularly
heartwarming and
whatever cynicism and ill-feeling I
may have harboured over certain
parts of the show were almost
magically removed from the overall
impression and feeling 1 had when
I left the building.

Stratfordable theatre is the first
step in a new program designed to
make theatre more accessible to
students from junior high school
through to the post graduate level.
Effective September 1 through to
the close of the season on October
31, students will be able to attend
any Festival performance for a
ticket price of just $7.50. The special
student price will be good for tickets
in all price ranges and will represent
a saving of as much as $12.50 on the
$20 seats. The offer is subject to
availability of tickets for'any given

performance.
"We believe very strongly in the
importance of the theatre experience
for young people", explains Mr.
Hirsch.
"Not just in its
entertainment value—although we
certainly want it to be entertaining—
but in its capacity to explore and
reveal the human condition in a way
that is deeply moving and uniquely
instructive. There is so much to be
learned in the theatre about who we
are and why we act the way we do
with one another, about the real
values in life and the false values
le astray. Good
that so easily le
theatre is really an extension course
in life itself. And it is a course that
should be on every school's
curriculum!"
Taking advantage of the Stratford
offer is easy. Just order ticketsfrom
the Festival box office by phone, by
mail or in person. There is a limit of
four per person and student ID must

be shown when you pick up the
tickets. All tickets will be held for
pick-up at the Festival box office.
To order by mail write Box Office,
Stratford Festival, P.O. Box 520,
Stratford, Ontario, Canada NSA
6V2. By phone: long distance to
Stratford (519) 273-1600 or direct
toll free lines from Toronto (416)
and from Detroit (313)
964^668.

In addition to the three newlyopened productions, the $7.50 price
will be applicable to all
performances of the Festival's June
openers: The Misanthrope in which
Brian Bedford and a cast that has
been praised as a "superbly
balanced acting ensemble" provide
a glimpse into an earlier society in
which wit and artifice reigned
supreme; The Taming of the Shrew
with Len Cariou, the Tony award
winning star of Sweeney Todd who
also scored a triumph with his
universally acclaimed portrayal of
Coriolanus at the Festival this year,
as Petruchio, and Sharry Flett, a
talented Festival newcomer who is
developing her own following
among critics and public alike with
her work here this summer, as
Katharina and Ceudajne in The
Misanthrope. It is also good for Wild
Oats which opens September 25.
John O'Keeffe's 18th century
English comedy provide the
surprise hitof the season when it was
done by the Royal Shakespeare
Company in England in 1976.

sixty to seventy-five years. In fact, I
ahve rarely seen such energy at any
I was somewhat hesitant to agree other live show. The dancers
to write this article on 1000 Years of individually showed their own
Jazz as I am not, or at least was not, specialty dances and then they
a jazz fan in the slightest. When I danced as a group for about fiteen
entered the Centre in the Square, I
was quite unaware of exactly what danced as a group for about fifteen
type of entertainment I would be minutes more. The first hour had
seeing. I read the program which gone by suprisingly quickly.
When the second set was about to
stated that a six piece band called
"The Legends of Jazz" would be begin, I (and I'm sure I was not
appearing with "The Original alone), eagerly awaited the group's
Hoofers," a group of four tap return. They played such selections
dancers, and a female vocalist as Mississippi Mud, Won't You Come
named Deborah Woodson. I also Home Bill Bailleyand numerous
read that some of the members of the other snappy jazz tunes. Their songs
Legends of Jazz had been also included solemn love songs and
performing in New Orleans more other slower tempo pieces.
The Hoofers returned and again
than sixty years ago, and some of the
Original Hoofers had been dancing showed their unique and energetic
in Harlem's Cotten Club over forty skills. Their dancing took the form
of a challenge where each tried to
years ago.
As the lights dimmed and the better the previous dancer's steps.
curtain slowly began to open, I This was enjoyed by all as the
cringed not really knowing what applause rang out often during each
would happen next. As the band dancer's set. It's funny but from the
began playing their first song, I moment I first saw all these
realized that I was tapping my foot performers I ceased to think of them
and to my surprise and delight, as old men but as professional
enjoying the music. I must say that musicians and dancers in the prime
my expectations were wrong. I of life, which is exactly what they
found myself sitting and listening to were. They seemed to be enjoying
some of the best jazz I have heard. the performance as much as the
Shortly thereafter, Deborah audience as could be seen by the
Woodson emerged in 1920's garb expressions on their faces. Finally,
and filled the auditorium with her for their last song, the entire group
booming voice as the band sang, danced and played When the
continued in the background. After Saints Go Marching In. They
she sand a set offive or six songs, the marched through th front row of the
band again was in the spotlight. audience in a colourful array and
Each musician played a solo to show then back up onto the stage and off.
It was a well-balanced
off his individual talents and the
audience was very impressed. As the combination of humor, dance and
program stated, "Their exciting music which kept the audience
sounds display a fresh exuberant interested and alert. I was
approach to music which reflects disappointed, however, at a very few
their own enduring personal young people in attendance there as
this was a show to be enjoyed by all
achievements."
The four Hoofers then came on ages, it was a delightful change from
stage and informed the audience the abrasive thunder of rock bands,
that "we will dance our brains out and it also broadened my musical
for you" which is just what they did. scope. Jazz is now in my good books
Better dancing I have seldom seen, and I am certainly glad I was
and never by gentlemen of theirage exposed to such high enery
group, which ranged from about professional work.
by Richard Turtle

A change of Tactics

Pope Ain't No Saint
controversial album Avoid Freud on
the recognition when Carol Pope
by Ian Ashley
won the Juno Award for Most
Promising. Female vocalist.
Looking back at how far Carol
There's a breathlessness about
Pope and Rough Trade came before Rough Trade's approach, one which
they ever had a piece of album- is the epitome of style over
length vinyl to their name and you substance. There are big ideas of
can't help be be impressed. Howeve t
the band now has a problem. The
album Avoid Freud has been highly
successful and now their newest
must pass the same test. This job has
been made somewhat easier by
joining forces with the FinkelsteinFiedler Agency, otherwise know as
the Two Bernies. Despite the
presence of guys who have been
around such as Bucky Berger (ex

work here: human sexuality in a
teenage contest (High School
Confidential), facist politics(Furor
About the Fuerher) and the battle of
the sexes (Take Me and Physical
Violence) and never once is anything
musical alloed to get in the way of
the oratory. All in all, a gret concert
in a perfectly accoustic building or
setting, but again, the crowd let
down the performers by not rising to
the occassion.
David Wilcox, ex Chilliwack, ex
The band's songs, co-written by
Original Sloth Band) and an
and guitarist Kevan Staples,
Pope
appearance of calm confidence, the are strong driving rock, imbued with
poor crowd reception dampened
an off-hand sense of humour and
things on Tuesday.
frequent expressions of out and out
Concerts, club dates, and local
lust. The' creative team has been
popularity saw the Toronto based working together since they met at
group through several lean years an audition in 1968. In 1969 they
after that. A change of tactics to a formed a band called "0" which
sound emphasizing rock brought
later became the Bullwhip Brothers.
them regular guest spots on "90 Rough Trade was born in 1974 and in
Minutes Live" (CBC TV) and a 1976 they cut their first a\bumßough
recording of their song Bird of a Trade Live a direct-to-disc album
Feather by Tim Curry of Rocky
which has now become a collector's
HorrorPicture Show meant they had
item.
arrived. In 1980, they released the
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Body Heat-Hot
by D.R. Hiller
Raymond Chandler wrote about
Los Angeles in the forties and fifties
and developed a feel for the people
of the city,showing their fears, their
passions, and their obsessions.
Lawrence Kasdan, writer and
director of Body Heat, has created a
film that mirrors the depth and
understanding Chandler felt for his
characters„characters alive with the
drive and romantic presence of life.
Ned Racine (William Hurt) is
watching a bandshell concert by the
beach in a shall town in Florida.
He's a lawyer, bored with the hot
summer and his own professional
inabilities. Rancine sees Matty
Walker (Kathleen Turner) emerge

from the concert audience and
pursues her, until the two lives
become inseparable from their
obsessive passions. Then they decide
to kill her husband.
At this point, the suspense begins.
Hurt and Turner are excellent in
theirroles, Turner especially eerie in
her sensual appearance and raspy
voice, reminding one very much of a

Mommie Dearest Takes A Beating
The film has feel to it. Characters
move through seedy, low-rent
location, make late-night fog bound
encounters, and suffer grievously in
their attempt to get things done, no
matter what the cost. Chandler
would have liked it.
young Lauren Bacall. She is also
aided by the hilarious one-liner
between herself and Hurt.

to be...to be

new restaurant-bar
soon to be open in
Waterloo is now

A

accepting applications
for: kitchen supervisors, cooks, prep
people and dish-

washers.

Apply 12-4 on
through Friday
University Aye.
(two

blocks

Monday
at 168

from
Albert

St.)

October 1
Social work public lecture at
WLU. Dr. David J. Roy, directorof
the Centre for Bioethics in the
Clinical Research Institute of
M ontreal will discuss the topic of

"Homo Faber overr homo sapiens".
The lecture will be held in the main
auditorium of the Frank C. Peters
Building, with coffee following. The
lecture begins at 8:00 p.m. All are
welcome.
October 3
An Elephant in My Pajamas. "A
lobing, humourous, and respectful
tribute to a legend", This event
begins at 8:00 p.m. at the Theatre of
Arts Modern Language Building at
Tickets $9.50
U of W.
(students/seniors $8.00) from U of
W Arts' Centre Box Office,
Humanities Theatre (885-4280),
George Kadwell Records, Waterloo
Square and Stanley Park Mall; The
Centre in the Square, downtown

Kitchener and the Information
Centre in Fairview Park Mall.
October 6
Film: 2001 A Space Odessey in
room IEI at 7:00 and 10:00 p.m.
WLu students $2.00, others $2.50.
October. 8
You're a Good Man Charlie
Brown-The all-time hit musical
comedy by the National Players.
Tickets $9.50 (stu/sen.d $8.00) from
U of W Arts Centre Box Office,
Humanities Theatre
George Kadwell Records, Waterloo
Square and Stanley Park Mall; The
Centre in the Square, downtown
Kitchener and the Information
Centre Fairview Mall.
October 9
The Catholic community on
campus invitesyou to celebrate mass
with them at 5:30 p.m. in Alumni
Hall. There will be an informal
dinner.
Contact Kathy Zettel,
Chaplain's office in the Student
Services Building ext. 240.

Review of Mommie Dearest

by Jerry Zeidenberg

Anyone, who likes to watch a
good, senseless beating will be
delighted by Mommie Dearest, how
playing at the Capital in Kitchener.
The film portrays the life of the late
Joan Crawford, a Hollywood
heroine who would play the type of
lady that becomes a rich man's
mistress in order to provide food for
her babies. In Mommie Dearest, we
see that in "real life", Joan was the
mistress of rich men, but was
something of an Attila the Hun to
her children.
The first few minutes of the film
show the viewer what Miss
Crawford was all about: she was an
obsessive perfectionist who could
not tolerate imperfection in anyone,
or anything, around her.
(Psychology students, as well as
social workers, will have something
to muse over in the movie, at any
rate.) Thus, we see Joanflipping-out
overa spot ofundetected dirt on the
main floor (lobby? mezzanine?) of
her mansion. The stage is set for
mother-daughter conflict when
Joan decides to adopt a baby.
Of course, the daughter cannot
live up to mother's expectations
and mighty high expectations they
are!
For hanging her $300 dresses on
wire hangers rather than on proper
wooden ones, mother treats
daughter to a royal beating at four
o'clocl in the morning.
Yet, endless child abuse becomes
quite tedious after a while. Things
would have been much improved if
some effort had been made in the
film to explain WHY Crawford was
such a brute. If some time and
attention had been paid to, say,
Joan's own suffering on her rise tc
the top, then we could perhaps
understand her steeliness, and ever
her burtality.

Mommie Dearest contains a tew
elements of structure and character
which save it from being an utter
fiasco. Faye Dunaway as Joan
Crawford was simply superb;
Dunaway is, of course, a dynamo of
an actress, and in Mommie Dearest
she is overwhelming. The other
characters are also well played.
Unfortunately, all
the actors must work within the
confines of a trite, and often
laughably melodramatic script (it is
impossible to understand why an
actress of Faye Dunaway's stature
agreed to do the movie in the first
place!) For instance, after a heated
argument, Joan's boyfriend Greg
breaks off with her
but before
leaving the room, he bids her:
"Good night
good luck goodbye." What schmultz!!
Such a scene occurs often, with
the confrontations between
Crawford and others (such as L.B.
Mayer) turning into contests. Life
with her daughter, too, is a contest
to see who will give in to whom.
Mistreated for years, Christina
evidently believed that some day,
her mother would give in and love
her likeany other motherwould love
a daughter. But even at her death,
Joan would not "give in". Where
most affluent parents would pass on
their wealth to their children,
Crawford left nothing to hers the
children must struggle for success;
after all, that's what she did.
Crawford was a tyrant to the very
end.
MommieDearest , the movie, and
the book from which it was taken,
comprise Christina's revenge. The
world can now see what a witch Joan
Crawford really was. Unfortunately,
the point is well made after twelty
minutes of the film. That it goes on
for another hour and a half means
that many an audience will now
suffer with the "realCrawfoi-a
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Ingredients of Survival
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356 King St West, Kitchener

743-1131
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A'- JF's Largest Used
Furniture Store

I

I

'«*#"£ fcofefc
BED S!
Complete from $49.00-$89.00
Drapes! up to wft. width
AH $29.00 a pair!

Lamps! Many, many styles
From $6.75!
Also, desks, sofas, chests,
kitchen sets, appliances, and
pictures and picture frames
Hours: 9:00 AM-6:00 PM. Monday to Wednesday
9:00 AM-9:00 PM. Thursday and Friday
9:00 AM-5:00 PM. Saturday
-Minimal Delivery Charge-

Last June two young Toronto women went to Jerusalem on a quest for the ingredients of
survival. For CBC Radio's Open Circuit they wanted to explore themental outlook thathas
helped humans surmount the most terrifying and challenging situations, even the seemingly
impossible, through the centuries.
Because survivors of the Holocaust...camp inmates, resestance fighters, and
partisans...were holding a reunion in Israel in June, 36 years after the liberation ofinmatesof
the German concentration camps of the Second World War, Charlotte Odele and Dawna
Treibicz decided to focus on these people as representing not only the six million Jewswho
perished in the camps, but also the four million Gentiles who died there, and other groups
and individuals down through history who have managed to survive situations that
vanquished others.
The resulting documentary, an inspiring celebration oflife called This Year In Jerusalem,
will begin Open Circuit's new season on Sunday, October 4, at 9:05 p.m. (In the Atlantic
provinces on Saturday Oct. 3 at 10:05 p.m., 10:35 Nfld.). Host: Harry Mannis. Production:
JohnReeves. Executive producer: Doug MacDonald. Open Circuit is a stimulating series of
hour-long documentaries, interviews and panels on subjects reflecting our spiritual, moral,
religious and ethical values, with some practical guidelines for life.
Charlotte Odele points out the significance of holding ther Jerusalem reunion 36 years
after the liberation. In Hebrew mysticism the number 18 represents the word 'life' and 36 is
'double life...that which survivors of any great trauma feel they have won. The program
covers the events of the reunion of4,000 men and women from all over the world, beginning
with the inaugural meeting and memorialservice at Yad Vashem, the Holocaust memorial in
Jerusalem, and covering the reuniting of people who had not seen each other since the war.
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Where smiles are free!
King St. N. 884-0220
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V.\-"- Build your own Soup & Sandwich Bar! }/j
Where you'll find an assortment of Breads & Buns
Cold Cuts, Cheese and Salads.
And of course our famous Pickle Barrel. -y^
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$2.49 and the Soup's free!
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What a Knight
by Mike Pine
Oh some sing songs of Galahead
who sought the Holy Grail
he found what he was looking for
and thereby hangs his tail

®

Man

by

Simon Friedman

And others tell of Robin Hood
who, every schoolboy knows,
stole from the rich to help the poor
or so the story goes

So pure knight, in armor bright
so long, good-bye, adieu
on TV now my hero rides—
and his horse has a high I.Q.

Be gone, again, you Merry Men
though you aims were philanthropic
I gaze upon a new love now
with eyes that grow myopic

In spotless clothes and unscuffed boots
he rides the Western range
and though he fights in mud and dirt
he never has to change;

Should he be trapped a week or two
in some abandoned cave
though lesser men might grow long beards
he never needs to shave
When he's punumbered ten to one
I watch with no foreboding
and though he fires fifty shots
his gun needs no reloading!

Others
by C.A. Goodman

She stood

Silhouetted
Her features blurred by the dark

But still beauty
Realized in flesh
Tall

His only drink is lemonade
his speech is never coarse
If outlaws prove to smart for him
he always asks his horse

Slim
Close
So close the faint smell of her
perfume
Overwhelms me

The hardest task still lies ahead
the horse is too suspicious
to eat the sponsor's breakfast food
to prove that it's delicious

Did Galahead and Robin Hood
eat Krispy Krunchy Korn?
My hero does, that's how I know
that he was made, not born

I reach out

Toward her
But my fingers touch nothing
Inches from her
Yet so far away
I watch her grow
And learn all her habits'

And observe

While she laughs with others
And plays with others
And works with others

And cries with others

Always others
I try to express my feelings

In stories

Revenge

by

Barbara

Vaughn

You said that you would come tonight
I brushed my hair into a hundred little curls in
back
in happy anticipation
But you stayed away,

and now—
I'll pin each little curl back tightly
in its place
So that tomorrow I shall look my best
when I am snubbing you

In poems
In songs
But the other laugh
And she laughs with them
Unreachable
I curl in amongst myself
A world of fantasy.
And great beauty
Is created within my mind
As she grows farther
Farther
Away
Everywhere I look I see her
I smell her exotic perfume on every
breeze
I hear her voice in every sound
And my hear slowly dies
as I see her walk with another
Always another
I draw myself in tighter
Creating a vortex
Drawing others in with me
Others who invade my privacy
Others who invademy very thoughts
But she is not among them
I close my eyes
And wish to die
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PittStop
by Diane Pitts-Entertainment Editor

After standing in line to
purchase tickets for Martha
and the Muffins on Tuesday
last, for half an hour, I should
have felt content that as long
as I was at the Turret by
9:oopm on Thursday, I was

assured

some way so that students
would not be forced to waste
precious moments standing in
a gungy stairwell, gawking at
others just as eager as them to
get inside and consume
copious amounts of alcohol. I
had come up with the idea of
reserving or numbering

of getting in.
However, I did not find this
very consoling since I was tables, however, after talking
going to be with several other to J6e Veit, WLUSU
people, I knew it was president, I realized the
imperative to arrive early in infeasibility of such an idea. It
order to not only get decent then struck me that the agents
seats but to be able to sit as a of change would have to be
group. I must say that the the students themselves. Why
thought of standing in line for not change the precedent and
an hour seemed very odious. instead of flocking in hordes
Being a devoted student, I to the Turret at 7:oopm,
knew I could use this hour in invade it at 7:45pm and waste
only fifteen minutes out of
more beneficial ways.
Initially, I wondered why your day.
I never could understand
why people would drink

WLUSU had not endeavoured to amend the situation in
RECORD REVIEW
Murray McLauchlan

before going to the Turret
only to have to stand in line

and remain rather complacent so as to avoid making an
idiot out of themselves or
getting kicked out of line. If
they waited until 7:45pm
before going over, they would
only have to wait for a few
minutes and then, once
inside, they would have to
spend less money on booze.
I realize that this appeal
will probably have little effect
and I sincerely hope that only
a few people don't decide to
try it and go at 7:45pm only to
be refused entry. It must be a
majority effort to be
successful and unfortunately
we are creatures of habit who
like Pavlov's dog, have been
conditioned to respond to
certain stimuli.

Jane: Magnetic Fields

Album Reviews
Magnetic Fields

STORM WARNING

by Ian Ashley

talented, and has done some
remarkable
work with some of the
by Mike Strathdee
artists he has worked with.
Everything in its proper context.
Trivia quiz: What do the
Wouldn't Take Another Chance on
have
in
following performers
is a tasty treatment of a
Love
Pink Floyd, Peter
common?fatalistic view of
somewhat
Reed,
Gabriel, Alice Cooper, Lou
Dominic Troiano and
relationships.
Kiss, and Murray McLauchlan...
provide backups on
Moe
Koffman
Answer: They have all had albums this cut.
produced at one time or another by
// the Wind Could Blow My
whiz producer Bob Ezrin, who is Troubles
Away is a standout, the sort
of
'wall
famous for his Spectoresque
of
tune
which one can't help
sound' which autographs the work
or humming along to.
whistling
with.
ofany artist who he is involved
A McLauchlan standard (classic
The Ezrin treatment includes lash, is a beter word) was retailored
orchestrasometimes overpowering
(bowlderized is a better word) for
tion, and was most recently
inclusion on this album. An
employed very successfully on Pink ASLUM records
rep was really keen
Floyd's The Wall. Ezrin is extremely on
having a tune appear.

McLauchlan felt that "there were
some real bad literary blitches that I

wanted to clean up before releasing
it again."
The song being referred to here is
You Need a New Lover Now.
McLauchlan has changed the lyrics,
cleaned up the lyrical loose ends,
and also reworded the content ofthe
song. He explained that he no longer
feels that the song should have the
judgemental tone of the original.
That is a shame. In the sanitization
process, the excellent piano
arrangement of the original is
discarded. In addition, the new
lyrics are somewhat banal "Love's
eyes never cry," for example. Oh,
really? On the planet Vulcan, one
supposes.

A REVEALING COMEDY ABOUT REACHING THE TOP
BY WAY OF THE BOTTOM

Magnetic Fields, Jean Michel
Jarre's latest album is an adventure
in musical experience. Because of
the complexity ofthe work involved,
any new work from Jarre can well be
considered to be important, rather
than just a record production. Jarre
worked alone for well over a year in
researching and recording the
sounds that culminate in the
Magnetic Fields. In his selfconstructed recording studio
located on the outskirts of Paris,
Jarre has managed to create his own
musical environment. His studio is
supplied with the latest in
sophisticated electronic equipment.
Adhering to his theory of "new
instruments for new sound", Jarre
has a wide variety of computers and
digital screens at his disposal. These

are, of course, required accesories
for the creeation of this distinctive
brand of music
a whole genre
which has captivated millions of
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NOW PLAYING AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU

by Rui Malhinha
This album is an amazing piece of
work and I have trouble restricting
my emotions time and time again
when spinning it around the
turntable. Magic, Murder and the
Weather is indeed magic!
Magazine is led by vocalist/
magician Howard Devoto, who,
with this album, proves that
artistically he is right up there with
the Bowies, Byrnes and Ferry's.
Devoto also has a very competent
supporting cast with Barry
Adamson plucking immaculately
away at his bass and Dave Formula
spitting out line after line of slick
keyboard work. This trio along with
drummer John Doyle and guitarist
Ben Maddelson, combine to weave a
complex web of sound which they
chose to call Magazine.
The album flows along very
smoothly with each track being a
direct complement to the next. In the
rythmics haunting song The Great
Man's Secrets, the band casts a spell
oyer the listener with Devoto's
talent as a lyricist taking complete
control. In the very next track,
Adamson's remarkable talents as a
bassist come into clear focus as he
unmercifully pounds note after note
from his instrument. •
Magic is Magazine's fourth studio
album and sadly to say the last. They
have a very distinct style in that the
guitar serves as a mere rhythm
instrument leaving all the leads to
the bass and keyboards. As a result
all the "big" North American
radio stations simply refused to give
them any airtime (CFNK-FM in

people the world over. His first
major breakthrough as a
composer/performer came in 1976
with his album Oxygene, which has
sold six million albums worldwide
and over 80,000 units in Canada. In
1979 his second work, Equinox, also
sold six million
over 40,000 in
Canada. These two sets have won
Jarre twelve platinum awards
internationally gold from Canada
for Oxygene. On July 14th, 1979,the
national holiday in France, Jarre
created a spectacular line show
highlighting material from Oxygene
and Equinox before one million
spectators and one hundred million
television viewers in France.
Magnetic Fields follows through
to the conclusion of Jar-e's concept
of "terrestrial music", 'he ill'ance
or conflictof influences thf Jl ance
or conflict of two worlds, two poles,
two ways of feeling. A landscape ol
sound and universal sensation set
out before us. The music of the
planetary village is born.

-

-

Brampton being the ony exception)
thus leaving Magazine's art under
exposed. This frustrating lack of
notoriety caused the members to
disband and try their luck in
separate ways.
Nevertheless, Howard Devotot's
future projects should be monitered
closely with Magic, Murder and the
Weather being a welcome addition
to any serious album collection an
an addition which will be
remembered for a long time.

Jim Byrnes
Burning
by

Richard Bandy

After being raised in St. Louis,
Missouri, Jim Byrnes came to
Canada in 1969. He brought with
him a tradition of free-wheeling
R&B which has taken him into the
company of many great Blues
artists. This includes appearances
with Taj Mahal, Albert King, John
Lee Hooker and Powder Blues.
Now, with a little hlep from
producers Tom Lavin and Will
MacCAlder, he has brought forth
his first LP, Burning. Backed by a
good selection of horns, Byrnes gets
us warm with oldies, Youdon'tKnow
and Hands of Time on side one. He
then starts to boil on Let the Good
Times Roll. Finally, Byrnes lets us
come down easy on side two with
Hangover Morning (I'llknow what to
play that last Oktoberfest Sunday).
Although I thought the album
could have shown some more
variation in tempo, the feeling is
definitely there. I came away from it
feeling good, and recommend it as a
four star rating.
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Laurier's football game against the York Yeomen was successful as Laurier won 28-10. As seen in the bottom left picture, Laurier
throughout the game. The Hawks play McMaster this Saturday.

was

Hawks Crush Yeomen
by Frank "Fuge" Furgiuele
Patient offence and
nononsense defense was the key to
the Wilfrid Laurier Golden
Hawks' 28-10 victory over the
York Yeomen.
Friday night at Seagram
Stadium, in an important game,
the Hawks reigned superior as
they displayed an awesome
offensive attack supported by a
stingy defense.
From the start, the Golden
Hawks took total control of the
game beginning with a 15-0 first
quarter lead.
The Hawks jumped out to an
early lead when Bill Byckowski
in the Hawks' opening drive,
marched over for a major. Also,
rookie Dave Lovegrove
returned a 71-yard punt return
to put Hawks in a 14-0 lead.
At the half, the Hawks were up
19-2. York's only points came
from a safety touch.
In the second half, Scott
Leeming had a great run of 36
yards off the option play for the
final Golden Hawk touchdown.
Kicker Roy Kurtz chipped in
with one field goal, three
converts, and four singles
coming off missed field goals.
Coach Dave "Tuffy" Knight
commented on the Hawks'
kicking game. "The returns we
had in this game were the best
we had in two years (kick-offs
and punt returns) but", Coach
Knight added, "the field goal
game was terrible. We have to
work on it." Kurtz, on the day
connected on only of five field
goal attempts.

Back in the stands, there were
cheers for .veteran kicker lan
Dunbar to return to the field.
Offensively for the day, the
Hawks rushed for 275 yards and
in the air 113 yards for a total
offence of 379 yards.
Jamie Catton was the Hawks'
leading rusher for the day with
88 yards and 14 carries with a 6.2
yard average. Catton, a two-year
veteran was aided by a strong
blocking effort by the offensive
line. Laurier's offensive line
controlled the York defensive
line throughout the game
creating holes.
The Hawks leading reciever
was Larry Tougas with 3 catches
for 64 yards. His longest of the
day was 32 yards.
Rod Connop, OUAA All-star
tackle, commented about the
York game. "We played well
along the ground but it's good to
know we can play a lot better.
The films showed we made
mistakes in blocking. We were
better than against Toronto and
we'll be better against Mac. It
was a good physical game."

Defensively, the Hawks put
in a solid effort with AllCanadian safety Barry Quarrel
leading the way. Quarrel
intercepted two of York
quarterback Tino lacono's
passes and played a sound game.
On the day, the Hawks had
four interceptions. Their one
sack was by noseguard Steve
Nagel. Dave Rose and Dave
Lovegrove each had one
interception.

Lovegrove's performance this
week show s his potential to
become an all-star in thisleague.
Quarrel commented: "defensively we played better. The
lineman put more pressure on
the quarterback thus enabling
the quarterback to loft up the
ball. The DB's were able to get
back in their zone quicker.
There was more enthusiasm on
the team: more desire to win."
This week the defense
returned to regular defense
instead of man-to-man coverage, "so that enabled us to cover
the whole field," Quarrel added.
When asked about the team's
performance between the two
weeks, Coach Knight replied,
"our mental attitude this week
was much better; we were more
physical because we were more
mentally prepared. Defensively,
the secondary played extremely
well but the linebackers did not
play as well. They played more
zone this week. Offensively, we
were a lot better. In the second
and third quarter, we became
too impatient. We got away from
our basics, but we recovered in
the fourth quarter and had
better ball control by playing
hard-nosed disciplined football."
About this week's game
against McMaster, Tuffy
commented, "We must contain
the quarterback. Mac is not a
fancy team: they just get thejob
done. After last year's game, we
can't take them too lightly. They
are a more .aggressive team this
year."

Quarrel

dominant

HAWK TALK

commented, "Defen-

sively, we must still improve and
have a better mental attitude for
Mac who proved they are a good
team against Toronto." The
defense held the York offensive
attack to a net total of 112 yards.
The same effort is needed this
week against McMaster.

Third year veteran fullback
Mark Campbell quit the Golden
Hawks this past week.
Tuffy Knight needs only 5
more wins to reach the 100-win
mark plateau.

The Tradition Lives On
It was learned today (Sept. 28,
1981) that Chris Coulthard (Varsity
B—Ball Coach) and his lovely wife
Pam are the proud parents of a
bouncing 10 lb., 1 oz., baby boy
Should the
"Casey William".
Coulthard name sound familiar
within university circles, it is in part

due to the fact that we as basketball
fans have been graced by their
presence for over a decade. Chris's
father, William was a member of the
Canadian Olympic Basketball team
that participated in the 1952
Olympics in Helsinki. Both Chris
and brother Bruce were O.U.A.A.
all-stars with youngerbrother David

•j being a four time "all-Canadian"

twice being voted the "best
in
college basketball player

Canada."

Could it be possible that the

O.U.A.A. will be blessed with yet

another in a long line of basketball
greats. We can only wish! Stick
around. We'll let you know in 20
years.
Congratulations Chris & Pam
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RIM INSTEAD
Well, it's taken a while, but I think
I'm finally catching on to the words
one uses when writing a sports
article. When one is not accustomed
to these words, however, they are as
foreign as Greek, or Arabic.
Majors, on-the-day, scrum-halfs,
and in the 40 will probably become
second nature by the end ofthe year,
but believe me, it's been tough.
Nevertheless, no matter what
you call it-sport talk or anythingan announcer's comment on the
Argonaut's game on Sunday was
totally inexcusable. After a player
missed a pass, the announcer said
"Nobody could've felt more worser
His fellow
than that guy."
announcer attempted to correct the
mistake by saying 'I think you
meant more badly" andanother still
ventured 'how about worse?' God
help me if I get that good!

When I first was invited to the
Quarterback club, I had images of
entering a very business-like allmale meeting where I wouldn't have
a clue what was going oh.
I was pleasantly surprised. The
club luncheon last Wednesday was
attended by three females and
several men from the community
and the school who were all

.

interested in discussing football. It understandable. All in all it was a All it costs is the price of a meal and
was a casual relaxed affair where we worthwhile session.
a couple of hours of your time. It's
ate lunch, then Tuffy answered some
The quarterback club, about three worth it.
years old now, developed from a
Referees are needed for intramurquestions and showed the film of
the last game.
desire of people on campus and in alactivities. The referees will be paid
No question asked seemed to be the community to talk football.
per game and as far as has been
They meet weekly at a local determined, all they will need is a
too simple nor too complicated.
General questions such as "What restaurant and do "just that. knowledge of the game. Co-ed
The idea of the quarterback club, volleyball referees are needed
happened last week?" started off the
has spread to other universities.
immediately.
Report to Gary
discussion.
Seeing the films and hearing Toronto just adopted the
this Jeffries at the A.C. for more details.
idea
Tuffy's commentary on them made year.
-by Joanne Rimmer
the game that much more
Anyone is welcome to the club.
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Just who the hell is Chip Mcßain
anyway? The proliferation of
opinionated sports columnists
attempting to buildand shape sports
character is somewhat disturbing.
Let it suffice to say that Chip's
article in last week's Cord has succeeded where Dick Beddoes and Allen Abel have failed- it has created
the impetus for two more obnoxious
and opinionated sports columnists.
In writing this column we intend to
entertain and| possibly enlighten you
on a broad range of topics without
taking ourselves too seriously. We
will not attempt to develop your
spirit nor mould your character.
Chip's Beef would make an easy
target for any aspiring sports writer.
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We are largely in support of his face it, the intimidation of (his)
general thrust but would question physical size tends to lessen the
whether such a meandering diatribe courage of the outspoken."
(editor's note:?) served the intended
More importantly, Stone Hands
Comments on the Duran is on the way back and, you
purpose.
influence of football and the effect heard ithere first, Hearns will return
it has on Laurier's reputation and Graffi will take a Schenley.
somehow failed to fit into an article
A good addition to this year's
Bernie Custis
in which Chip appears to be Golden Hawk football program is
preparing us for a losing season the listing of each player's height
Quarterback Tony Colalillo
while asking us to support the team. and weight. How about some vital
It is hoped that the football players statistics on the Golden Girls? returns and he will be challenged by
newcomer Phil Scarfone.
do not share Chip's attitude.
Running back Tony Ranucci and
We did, however, take Chip's -by Brett Roberts and Matt Torigian
a pair of products from Toronto's
'advice and participated (heavily) in
St. Michael's College, Clorinda
the sideline activities at Seagram's
Grilli and Brian Jarvis, give the
Stadium last Friday. Our hardest
Marauders some firepower.
criticism of Chip will take the form JUNIOR VARSITY
Defensively, end Dan Bowes and
of "hushed whispers because, let's
Laurier's Junior Varsity football
*.
team has been doing very well in the linebackers Perry Badham and Tony
O'Donnell will return and Enrico
I " season so far.
Am\
DTppolito
anchors the secondary.
the
JV
team
beat
Last Sunday
The Marauders
in STRENGTHS:
23-9
the
Braritford
Bisons
I*
have
more
overall
talent and
Brantford.
experience than they have had in as
George Mulligan, half-back,
scored two touch-downs for Laurier many years.
in fantastic play. On a pass from WEAKNESSES: The offensive line
Laurier's quarterback Mike Zahari, had to be rebuilt from scratch.
Jeff Maslanka scored the other CONCENCUS: It usually takes
Laurier touchdown. Coaches Gary more than a year to rebuild but the
H*
Jeffries and Rich Newbrough were Marauders could be a sleeper.
impressed with the Junior Varsity's
performance.
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The "Classic" Tamiae
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Golf Classic
Despite the rain showers on
Friday, the Tamiae Golf
participants were all in good
"spirits." Over sixty people entered
the tournament with .representation
from the alumni, faculty and
students.
This year's tournament was held
at the Doon Valley Golf Course.
After an enjoyable eighteen holes,
the golfers satisfied their appetites
with a roast beef dinner. Tamiae
president Steve Wilkie made the
presentations for the following
awards: Low net (male), Jeff
Bradshaw; Low net (female), Joy
Miller; first tee jitters, Neil Miskell;
messiest eater, Red Dog Gill.
Special thanks should be given to
Cathy Dafoe and Joanne Simms
who organized this year's events.
by Wendy Boyd
mmmmm
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Another new coach in the league
as Bernie Custis takes over the
Marauders from Ray Johnson.
Custis, a name well-known in
Hamilton football circles, has
recruited some top flight talent to
bolster the Mac attack. ,

Buffalo Chips
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Marauding
About

871 Victoria St. N.-744-3511
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A new aggressive
restaurant-bar company
opening soon in Waterloo is accepting
applications for waiter/
waitresses, bartenders
and bus people on
Sunday, October 4
between 10a.m. and

4p.m.

Apply:
New Plaza Shoppes
168 University Aye.

(2

blocks

Albert).

west

of

mm———_____________

-SKI CLUB
All interested
persons, members and nonmembers are encouraged to attend a
meeting on Monday, October 5 at
5:30 p.m. in room 2-207 in the
Central Teaching Building. The
possibility of a Reading Week
Whistler, B.C. will be discussed if
there is enough interest. For furthur
.information phone 884-4189.
—The Wilfrid Laurier Golden
Hawks, who have been doing
extremely well in the last few games,
will be playing Waterloo Warriors
at Seagram's Stadium on
Wednesday October 7 at 8:00 p.m.
There are rumours floating about
the school that an English pub will
follow the game. Since this is the
closest game that the Soccer Hawks
will\ have for a while, full
attendance from Laurier fans is

anticipated.

--Laurier's women's tennis team
travels to Windsor for a qualifying
tournament on Friday and
Saturday.
-Squash lessons start Thursday
October 1 at 7:00 p.m. in classrooms
in the A.C. They will continue on
Thursday nights at this time in the
squash courts.
—There is still room for more
participants in the tennis lessons
which started September 28. They
will run every Monday night at 6:00
p.m. as long as the weather allows.
—Kung Fu lessons started
September 28 but there is still more
room for students. They will be run
every Monday and Wednesday
afterno n at 4:30 p.m. in the
classrooms at the A.C.
—There is still room for more
participants in the Yoga classes
which run every Tuesday at 7:00
p.m. in class rooms in the A.C.
—Dance Exercise classes will ,
begin the second week in October on
Monday and Wednesday nights at
5:00 p.m. The cost is $20 for 2C
sessions.
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Soccer Team Gains Second Place

by Tim Doherty
Last week, the Wilfrid Laurier
soccer team chalked up three
victories and moved to the top of the
Ontario Universities Athletic
Association with seven points. Their
record is now three wins and a tie.
Brock was defeated 3-1 on
Wednesday, Western 2-1 on
Saturday and on Sunday, York was
beaten 2-0.
Wednesday's game against Brock
was a sloppily played game. Brock is
not a good team and Laurier seemed
to lower itself to the level of its
opponents. In the first half, Alan
Fornier scored on a breakaway after
a nice through ball from Scott
Fraser. Brock then evened the score
on a strange play. A Laurier player
knocked down a Brock forward, the
referee blew his whistle signifying a
foul. He thensaid "play on" and the
Laurier team stood and watched as
the Brock player walked in on goaltender Eym Vaandering and scored
a goal to even the game at one each.
Play remained sloppy for most of
the second half, but in the last 15
minutes the Hawks to6k charge.
Dennis Monticelli directed a head
ball to Scott Fraser who walked in
and beat the goalie. Shortly after
that, Fraser pushed a ball across the
middle of the box and Art
Vansanten tucked the ball in.
This game marked the return of
Scott Fraser from an injury. Scott
played his usual dominating game
and controlled the tempo anytime he
had the ball. Rookie Mario Taddeo
played a strong over-lapping game.
He was solid at his left-back position
as well as moving up on the attack
when the chance was presented.
Taddeo was selected player of the
game.
Western was the opponent on
Saturday afternoon. Western is
rated as one of the league powers
and Coach Barry Lyon was very
nervous before and during
(Almost continually pacing the
sidelines). Before the game started
Lyon offered the top player of the
game two tickets to the Soccer Bowl
that night featuring the New York
Cosmos and Chicago Stings.
In the first half Alan Fornier
played very, strong. Fornier
appeared to be all over the field
setting up plays as well as being very
strong defensively. Vijendren (VJ)
Gnanasegran beat the Western
defender a number of times but
could not put the ball in the net. Bob
Laurie put a ball justover the crossbar near the end of the half to leave
the score 0-0.

earns
IcMaster
.aurier
Waterloo
iuelph
-aurentian
Irock
r
ork

Vestern
Queens
"oronto

LMC

About ten minutes into thesecond
half, Alex (Koko) Karakokkinos
was called for taking down a
Western player inside the box and

Western was rewarded a free kick.
Goalie Vaandering guessed the
wrong way as the ball went into the
left-hand corner. Shortly after
Western has a good chance but
Vaandering made a great save
getting his hand on the ball and
knocking it off the post. This was a
key save since Western would have
taken a 2-0 lead. Art Vansanten took
advantage of a Western miscue and
made the score 1-1. At about the
thirty minute mark, Western was
called for taking down Hawk player
Terry Calker. Fraser took the
penalty shot and pushed the ball
across to "Koko" who drilled the
ball into the Western net. This shot
was simply a "boomer" and the
goalie never had a chance. It is
interesting to note that "Koko" had
told Scott Fraser, just minutes prior
to getting the goal, he was going to
the get the game-winner.
The thing that pleased Coach
Lyon the most about this game was
the way Laurier came back. Even
late in the game, when Western was
trying to come back, Laurier kept
playing good soccer and controlling
the game. Prior to this game,
Western had not been scored on in
two years at home. Western had a
flayer from the Iranian national
team who is very good, but he was
effectively controlled by Dennis
Monticelli. Coach Lyon awarded
the tickets to the Soccer Bowl to
Alan Fornier, as player of the game.
On Sunday, at Centennial
Stadium, the York Yeomen were the
opponents. Just as the football team
beat York on Friday night, the
soccer team was victorious .-on
Sunday.
Early in the half, Bob Laurie
pushced a nice ball to Art Van
Sunten who beat the defender and
kept his goal-scoring string alive at
three games. Laurier and Van
Sunten had numerous chances in
this half but could not cash in.
Minutes before the end of the half,
Alan Fornierraced back and made a
fine defensive play on a York player
who had the only real chance for the
Yeomen in the half.
Very early in the second half, Van
Sunten stole the ball from the York
goalie and shot the ball right across
the goal mouth without going in.
Minutes later "Koko" sent a long
ball through to Van Sunten and he
just missed once again. Shortly after
that, the play was repeated with

OUAA STANDINGS
SOCCER
F
GP W L T
6
3 0 1
4
7
3
0
4
1
6
3
2 0 1
5
2 2 0 0
4
0
3 2
1
5
4
2 2 0
2
1
3
2 0
3
1
3
2 0
3
4 0 3 1
0
2 0 2 0
0
4
0 4 0

-

A
0
2
5
0
2
6
3
5
8
2
11

GP W

2 0 0
2 0 0
10 1
1
1 jj
11"
0
11
0 2 0
0
2 0

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Western
Toronto
Guelph
Windsor
Laurier
McMaster
Waterloo
York

L T

Scores
Laurier 28
Guelph 24
Toronto 35
Wetern 38

York 10
Windsor 4
McMaster 28
Waterloo 7

blessed with two very good goalies in
Webband veteran Eym Vaandering.
An injury to Paul Scholz gave Mark
Van Dongen a chance to play and he
played a very strong game. It is good
to know that the Hawks have good
depth and that people like Van
Dongen and Webb can step in a play
superbly.
Alex Karakokkinos was selected
as the Carling-O'Keefe player of the

NOTES: The Hawk defense has

been playing well, but the forwards

are not taking advantage of the
many chances they are getting.
When the Hawks play strong teams
they may not get as many chances
and this failure to put the ball in the
net could be costly.
Hawks take on Toronto this
Wednesday at 7:00 in a key match at
Centennial Stadium. Toronto is
rated as a very strong opponent.

game.

Laurier's Scott Fraser goes for the ball as team-mate Alan Former stays alert fora pass while in motion

Who's at the A.C.
"Last spring was the first attempt at it's been poor (number of spectators)
Cookie Leach is a very busy person. recruiting and the turn-out for this and I'm not sure whether that's poor
As with most people at the A.C, she fall's try-outs has been exceptional," publicity on the women's part or not."
For the future, Leach would like to
performs several duties during the she said. Last year there were 15 girls
year.
out for basketball practice and last improve the records "drastically" of
In addition to being the coTuesday there were 25-30 people out the women's basketball and volleyball
teams within the next two years. Last
ordinator of Women's Athletics, for this year's team.
year, the volleyball team was ninth of
Leach coaches the women's volleyball
team and teaches two regular courses
Leach had found that a "different 15 teams. "That's respectable but not
and some intercession and summer atmosphere exists in physical good enough anymore,"Leach said.
school courses.
education between high schools and Rather than add more teams to the
universities.
I couldn't imagine women's programme, Leach wants to
Hailing from Windsor, Leach
back to teach high school." "work and improve the teams we
going
received her bachelor of Physical
She has been disappointed in the have. There's only a certain amount
and health education from the past
with the general response to of money and its gettingtighter every
University of Windsor. She taught women's teams however, from the year, so we have to concentrate on
high school physical education for a university
population. "In the past, what we have."
year in Windsor and two years in
Toronto before taking the job of Coordinator of Women's Athletics after
Sue Johnson left in 1976.
When she took the job, there were
4-5 women's varsity teams and there
are now 12. "The women's budget has
greatly increased and that's partof the
reason," explained Leach.
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P
7
7
2
4
4
4
2
2
1
0
0

FOOTBALL
Teams

"Koko" setting "VJ" in the clear
and he made the score 2-0.
Newcomer Richie Newell kicked the
ball over the cross bar late in the
game after making a nice play and
getting in clear.
Coach Barry Lyon used this game
as an opportunity to use rookie
Steve Webb in net. Webb was not
tested.very much but he looked very
competant on all of the balls he did
handle. It seems that Laurier is

F
82
85
38
31
49
42
11
11

A P
8 4
49 4
18 3
28 2
55 2
49 1
65 0
72 0

Leach is the only coach of women's
varsity teams that is a full-time staff
member. The track and field coach is
full-time but is employed in another
part of the university. The other
coaches are from the community and
are employed by the university for
their sport.
In the past, the Women's League
had rules prohibiting recruiting so it
was difficult for Laurier's teams to be
filled with good players. Since the
rule was lifted two years ago, Leach
has been in contact with high schools
aH over Ontario finding good female
athletes to play for Laurier.
"We're trying to improve the level

of competition! in Ontario by
recruiting." Leach said Ontario

teams are competing with other
provinces who offer scholarships.
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Shields A Success!
Oshawa, St. Thomas and Stoney
by Joanne Rimmer
to participate in the quality
Robert Shields, president of the Creek

World Cheerleader Council, was clinic.
Shields, prompted by the
describe as dynamic, enthusiastic
and an excellent leader when he enthusiasm of Canadian cheerleadinstructed a one-day clinic at ing in general and Quinn's

Laurier last week-end.^
Even football players who helped
the Lettermen's Club with their
concession stand thought he was an
excellent speaker and very
entertaining said Bonnie Quinn,
organizer of the event.
Hosted by the Golden Girls,
Laurier's own cheerleading squad,
the clinic was attended by 250
cheerleaders from high schools and
univesities all over Ontario. Girls
came from as far as North Bay,

enthusiasm specifically, agreed to
personally conduct the clinic. "He
was great" said Quinn. Jennifer
Rockel, a cheerleader added "his
energy radiated enthusiasm to
everyone. He was able to captivate
everyone's attention; including
spectators."
1 he clinic was covered byCKCOTV and it was aired on the six
o'clock news Saturday. The
Kitchener-Wateloo Record and
London Free Press also were
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at the event. The
cheerleaders did a cheer that was
taped to start a "Tempo" program
as well.
Shields came from Dallas, Texas,
where the WCC is based, to conduct
this clinic. In the past he has worked
for the ABC and CBS television
networks. He has also toured 50
states, seven provinces and several
foreign countries since 1952 whenhe
started his career in cheerleading.
Shields has written several books on
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VISA and MASTERCARD accepted on delivery.
No delivery charge ever!
�Waterloo Location Only 28 King St. N
886-1830

SLIDE TALK
POINT PELEE
BY

WILLIAM REYNOLDS
of Canada's best-known Wildlife
photographers and author of the book POINT
PELEE, published by Oxford University Press.
Also on Alumnus of WLU in 1974.
One

TUES., OCT. 6, at 3:30 pm
in the Paul Martin Centre

Refreshments will be served.
FIRST IN THIS YEARS
"MEET THE AUTHOR" SERIES
Sponsored by the Bookstore in the Concourse
■—■..■■■■■■-■■■■■■—

Brian

Totzke

ROBERT J. SHIELDS
cheerleading and leadership and has
conducted more than 3,000 clinics
and campsattended by more thanne
million cheerleaders.
Shield's program includes
sessions on crowd control, novelty
yells and cheerleading techniques.
He emphasized "leading" the
crowd, not putting on a show. "We
want to put the leader back in
cheerleading," he said. He stressed
that good, strong movements are
best and a powerful voice,
originating from the diaphram, is the
correct way to cheer, not screeching.
Overall, "the clinic was very
successful" said Quinn. She
announced that she and the WLU
cheerleading squad will host the
second World Cheerleading Council
clinic-next year "same time, same
place."

CHEERLEADING CHANTS

(Editor's note: at the request of the
Cheerleaders, we will be including a
chant in the Cord each week so the
fans will be able to participate with
the cheerleaders at the games.)
Let's Go Laurier!
Let's go Laurier!
(every person does a stunt going
down the line)
(a clapping chant ending with
Laurier Let's Go!)
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4 AREA LOCATIONS |
FOOSBALL

|

1| WLU

!

|

Games Room
Student Union Building

I

GABBY'S

I

(Downstairs Smitty's)
I Westmount Place
| Waterloo
|| Westmount Rd.
i! Between Erb & University

I INQUIRE AT

TAPS
Waterloo Hotel
King & Erb, Waterloo
LANCASTER HOUSE
Lancaster St.
( Near bridge)
Bridgeport

|

|

ANY LOCATION!!
IABOUT TOURNAMENTS ANDI
K—W AREA LEAGUES.

.

The

Co-ed Volleyball
NORTH

EAST

15. Janet and Jets
16. CuttinOut

Team

Additions

Helena

Sutherland, B. Muma, C. Moull,
Team 9; Connie Anco, C.
Harris, Team 21.

g**

WEST

g-gssajs
OFF CAM IV

*'

°^

F CAM, V
ft Tarn
mys
;J'
n
29. Quasi
Hawks

'

GOLD

NORTH
1. Strainers
2. Taylormade
3. Wagon Burners
4. Wilison B3
5. MEGA Team
6. One Eyed Snakes
7. B2 Bulldogs
8. Gonzo's

EAST
17. Weekend Warriors
18. Al East
19. Willison B2
20. Bucket Brigade
21. A3
22. Fubar
23. A2West
24. No Names

SOUTH
AIW
,90
0. A 2Animals

Tues. Oct. 6
8:00, 27-28,26-29, 32-30, 25-31
9:00, 19-20, 18-21, 24-22, 17-23
10:00, 11-12, 10-13, 16-14, 9-15
11:00, 3-4, 2-5, 8-6, 1-7

Tues. Oct. 27
1-4, 5-3, 6-2, 7-8
8:00
9:00 9-12, 13-11, 14-10, 15-16
10:00 17-20, 21-19, 22-18, 23-24
11:00 25-28,29-27,30-26,31-32

Tues. Oct. 13
8:00
1-6, 7-5, 8-4, 2-3
9:00 9-14, 15-13, 16-12, 10-11
10:00 17-22, 23-21, 24-20, 18-19
11:00 25-30,31-29,32-28,26-27

Tues. Nov. 3

-

°° Mon. Nov. 9

*t«£>

Mon. Oct. 19
7-00 019 nll

800
q.XX

14-10 15-16

S 22-18, 23-24
17 2 0 21 1Q

Mon. Oct. 26
7:o 17-19,20-18
8:00 21-24,22-23
9:o 25 "27 28"26

°
°

Tues. Oct. 27
7:00 1-2,3-8
8:00 4-7,5-6
9:00 9-10,11-16

15-11, 16-10

Wed. Oct. 14
7:00 17-21,22-20
8:00 23-19,24-18
9:00 25- 29, 30-28
10:00 31-27,32-26

Wed: Oct. 21
7:00 9-11,12-10
8:00 13-16,14-15
9:00 1-3,
10:00 5-8,6-9

Wed. Oct. 28
7:00 17-18,19-24
8:00 20-23,2J-22
9:00 25-26,27-32

Tues. Oct. 13
700 1-5 6-4
8: 00 7-3'B-2
9-13 141?

r^^
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ib:00
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Take a look
at who's been making

favourable contrast this, to the
Waterloo game) resulted in a
Laurier scrummage on the one
On the put in by
meter line.
Edwards, Molyneaux managed to
cross the line for the lone Laurier
try.

all the right moves.

If your degree or diploma has prepared you to be adaptable
financial skills as well as retail-customer services, you could
be the right person to move in and move along with us.
Right now we're looking for a broader and more flexible
range of banking personnel to grow with us as we expand and
improve our services to keep ahead of the changing times.
We'll be visiting your campus in the next few weeks so make
the right move.
Contact your Campus Placement Officer for further
information concerning deadlines for submission of applications
and interview dates.
in

-

'

Tues. Oct. 20
7:00 1-4,5-3
8:0 6-2,7-8
9:00 25-28, 29-27
10:0 3 26 31-32

Tues. Oct. 6
7:00 1-6,7-5
8:00 8-4,2-3
9:00 9-14,15-13
10:00 16-12, 10-11

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS:

WLU forwards, particularly Jeff
On Saturday past, the WLU Moskoluk and Tim Molyneaux (a

forwards.

vO&

Mon. Oct. 5
7:00 17-23,24-22
8:00 18-21,19-20
9:00 25-31, 32-30
10:00 26-29, 27-28

8:00 25-26, 27-32, 28-31, 29-30
9.00
1-2, 3-8, 4-7, 5-6
10:00 9-10,
12-15, 13-14
11:00 17-18, 19-24, 20-23, 21-22—*

Rugby Hawks
Have Satisfying Loss

The game itself Fisher described
as "one of the most physical I have
played in a long time". Guelph
started strongly, two exceptional
plays by the Guelph backs "at sea"
and
The game itself Fisher described
as "one of the most physical I have
played in a long time." Guelph
started strongly, two exceptional
plays by the Guelph backs leaving
the Laurier backs "at sea" and
giving Guelph an 8-0 advantage.
The gap increased to 11-0 at halftime
as Guelph kept the Laurier attack
under wraps.
However, with the second half
kick-off, the Hawks caught fire.
Strong WLU forward play secured
the ball, enabling it to be fed to
scrum-half, Dan Edwards on the
weak side. Edwards weaved his way
past several Gryphons, but was
stopped short of the goal-line.
However, excellent pursuit by the

Willison, Bl
Labatt s
S Pace Cad«s
A 1 Awesome
Offcam
Cain
Spearmints
Zoo

Regular Season Schedule

iZL£Z'
10:00 32-28,26-27

key

1,
t 15
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Brad Ball, John Mikloska Team 27
Dave Eason, Randy Jewson Team 30
Pete Hammermueller, G. McKenna Team 10
Mike Rubino, Steve Parr Team 13
Steve Cheesman, Andy Boyer Team 15
Mark Turner
Team 16

8:0 30-31,29-32,28-26,25-27
9:00 22-23,21-24,20-18,17-19
10:0 14 15 13-16, 12-10, 9-11
U:o
6-7, 5-8, 4-2, 1-3

Immediately after the try, the
Hawks applied intense pressure, but
the Gryphons completed the scoring
when sloppy WLU execution in a
lone-out allowed Guelph an easy
try.
Overall, the game indicated will
for the team's prospects despite the
loss. The team's play, particularly
the forwards, was greatly improved
over the match with Waterloo.
Player of the game for Laurier was
Andrew Blakelock, who on several
occasions rattled Guelph ball carries
with ferocious tackles.
The proposed match with Trent
having been cancelled for various
reasons, the team now faces a week
with no games scheduled.
A
with University of
rematch with
Waterloo has been tentatively
scheduled for Wednesday, October
scheduled
7: however, this had not been
finalized at p.ess time. The team is
looking to peak for the Oktoberfest
Tournament on Saturday, October
Presently entered in this
17.
tournament are WLU, three teams
R.F.C. and
from Waterloo, Barrie R.F.C.
Toronto Scottish R.F.C. with
another 2 teams possible. For sports
fans, it would be will worth your
while to take some time out from
"Oktoberfesting" and lendthe team
your support.
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PLAYER ADDITIONS

W

rugby jquad travelled down
Highway No. 7 to do battle with the
ancient foes from theFarm, the U. of
Guelph Gryphons.
Despite a
significant improvement in the
Hawk's play from their previous
match, the side came out on the
short end of an 18-4 scoreline.
However, the team members are not
discouraged, and from all
appearances they have no reason to
be. This is particularly true when
one considers that Guelph is a
strong contender for OUAA
honours, and Laurier, according to
captain John Fisher, was minus
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Unit
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Tues Oct. 20
8:00 17-21, 22-20, 23-19, 24-18
9:00 9-13,14-12,15-11,16-10
10:00 1-5, 6-4, 7-3, 8-2
11:00 25-29, 30-28, 31-27, 32-26

Thursday,

PURPLE

T
Toughskins

30. Stereotypes
31. Nomads
32. No Names

°

Weekly,

TOUCH FOOTBALL

1. 195 Proof
17. Fubar Biology
2. Dirty Dozen
18. Kelly's Hero
3. Jerry's Kids
19. Willison B3
4. The Cords
20. Chirho
5. Dirty Deeds
21. SDliffs
SOUTH
6. Biz Kids
22
»■ L.C.X
7. Fists
23. OFF CAM I
10. Tuna Fish 24. OFF CAM
B.'StarKist
II
11. Gauthier

ilSsr
14. Ignorance

Cord

—*———■____________________
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Careers Public Service Canada

"I am pregnant?"
"But I took precautions."
•"What am I going to donow?"

FOREIGN SERVICE

in'"-"-■min■■ ■■■_■i■ 11■ihi111 iitnmi

Call Birthright for help
and information

a

f/

We have a growing need for creative and energetic
women and men.

jy_7J_!_" i! l-_Pc

Interested? Foreign Service officers from Industry, Trade
and Commerce and External Affairs will be at a campus
near you to talk about career opportunities in Canada's
Foreign Service.

Birthright
579-3990

_.

CARS

For further information, contact your student placement
office.

We've moved to:
30 Francis St. S.

U-LOCK IT

Canada

Illllilllllllllilllllllllllillillllllllllllllllllllllllilllllli!

YOUR OWN WAREHOUSE

\
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InVENT^T

- - U KEEP THE KEY - - /
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SIZES 5 x 10-5 xl 5
10x10-10x15-10x20 /I
OTHER SIZES AVAILABLE
/#
UPON REQUEST

/

\\ V\ /

WANT TO PUT YOUR DEGREE TO WORK?
XEROX CANADA DOES.

FURNITURE

NX

/#

>^

Xv. 886-7350
\%mm--^^^^

If you're a graduating woman or man determined to put your education,
energy and ambition to thebest possible use, then you and Xerox have a
mutual interest to discuss...your career.

LANCASTER TAVERN

We're coming to campus to hold a Pre-Employment Screening Session
to talk with you about Sales/Marketing career opportunities with Xerox
Canada Inc. Later on, we'll return for individual interviews with those
students who attended the Briefing Session and who want to talk in
more detail about whether or not their future might be with us so plan
x
now to attend!

ftjfflSK
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**'>fr :
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•

October 12th is the deadline for receipt of UCPA and/or Personal
Resumes from interested students by your Placement Office.

' f

The primary focus of this Pre-Employment encounter is to give you the
"Why Go into Sales?"
opportunity to answer the question

—

in the
Ocean
OuAAn
Mueen
tonight,
Fn Sat
'
Folksinger

-

"DAVID BENNETT"

talk careers

APPEARING Tonight. Fri., Sat.

Xerox Canada Inc.

BRIDGEPORT LOUNGE

XEROX

XEROX is a registered trademarkof XEROX CORPORATION
used by XEROX CANADA INC as a registered user

\
Air Conditioning

1

1

|

i
THE BOOKSTORE
WOULD LIKE TO REMIND YOU! §

CALCULATOR DAYS

|

| CONTINUE ON TUES. OCT. 6,1981 1
JACKET DAYS

j

Convenient Parking
574 Lancaster St W.. Kit 743-4^l

High Holy Day Services
TEMPLE SHALOM
1284 Ottawa St. S.
Kitchener, Ont.

Kol Nidre
-Wednesday,Oct.7 -7:30 p.m.

Yom Kippur
-Thursday, Oct.B-10:00a.m

HAPPEN THURS. OCT. 1, 1981
AND THURS. OCT. 8,1981
1:00 -4:00 PM
IN THE CONCOURSE

J

Followed by discussion.
There will be a brief
children's service at 2:30
prior to the conclusion
of the service.

§

Access off Conestoga Parkway, Fischer Drive
For further information, call Mavis Boorman, 745-3331

